Calculus and Pizza: A Math Cookbook for the Hungry Mind

CALCULUS + PEPPERONI / FUN = MATH SUCCESS Do you want to do well on your
calculus exam? Are you looking for a quick refresher course? Or would you just like to get a
taste of what calculus is all about? If so, youve selected the right book. Calculus and Pizza is a
creative, surprisingly delicious overview of the essential rules and formulas of calculus, with
tons of problems for the learner with a healthy appetite. Setting up residence in a pizza parlor,
Clifford Pickover focuses on procedures for solving problems, offering short, easy-to-digest
chapters that allow you to quickly get the essence of a technique or question. From
exponentials and logarithms to derivatives and multiple integrals, the book utilizes pepperoni,
meatballs, and more to make complex topics fun to learn-emphasizing basic, practical
principles to help you calculate the speed of tossed pizza dough or the rising cost of eggplant
parmigiana. Plus, youll see how simple math-and a meal-can solve especially curious and even
mind-shattering problems. Authoritatively and humorously written, Calculus and Pizza
provides a lively-and more tasteful-approach to calculus. Pickover has published nearly a
book a year in which he stretches the limits of computers, art, and thought. -Los Angeles
Times A perpetual idea machine, Clifford Pickover is one of the most creative, original
thinkers in the world today. -Journal of Recreational Mathematics
Day by Day with John Calvin, Avengers (1996-1997) #5, Private Branch Exchange Systems
and Applications (Mcgraw-Hill Series on Computer Communications), The Golden Beast,
Deadly Bloodlines (Deadly Series Book 1), Essentials of English Grammar, The Kuwait
Travel Journal,
Editorial Reviews. From the Back Cover. CALCULUS + PEPPERONI / FUN = MATH
SUCCESS. Do you want to do well on your calculus exam? Are you. akaiho.com: Calculus
and Pizza: A Cookbook for the Hungry Mind: Clifford A. doesn't weigh down the reader, and
explains the math in a way that is totally. Calculus and Pizza has 44 ratings and 2 reviews.
CALCULUS + PEPPERONI / FUN = MATH SUCCESSDo you want to do well on your
calculus exam? Are you .
CALCULUS + PEPPERONI / FUN = MATH SUCCESS Do you want to do well on your
calculus exam? Are you lookingfor a quick refresher course? Or would you.
This is not a standard calculus textbook, nor is it a Schaum's Solved Problems in Calculus, ed.
by Elliott Mendelsohn (). It is not Calculus Lite, by Frank.
Calculus and Pizza A Math Cookbook for the Hungry Mind The basic philosophy of Calculus
and Pizza is learning by doing. Most importantly, no Intro calculus.
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